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Pyramid VideoPyramid VideoPyramid VideoPyramid Video    

1. Were slaves needed to build the pyramids, if not, who built the pyramids?     

2. Because of the flood, workers didn’t have to do what?       

3. What is the oldest intact stone monument in the world?        

4. The shape of the pyramid meant what?          

5. Egyptians measured everything with what?         

6. What city was Nak traveling to?           

7. This pyramid would be the tallest structure on earth until…      

8. What kind of stone was the base of the pyramid made of?       

9. The desert was where the sun      Who roamed here?    

10. What was the strongest metal known to the Egyptians? (used as a chisel)    

11. How many days in a row did the pyramid builders work?       

12. How many tombs would the Great Pyramid hold?         

13. What were the 2 tools the masons used?          

14. What did the Egyptians owe to the king?          

15. What type of rock topped the Burial Chamber         

16. DRAW the SHAPESHAPESHAPESHAPE of the stones that COVEREDCOVEREDCOVEREDCOVERED the  

burial chamber inside this pyramid 

 

 

17. What did the workers  

leave behind to tell of the gangs who built the roof of the burial chamber?     

18. Name of the stone at the top of the pyramid?         

19. What happened to the smooth outer face of the Great Pyramid?     

               

20. What were the stars called that helped the architect line up the Great Pyramid? (the 

pharaohs joined this in the afterlife)         
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Ancient Egypt Review of Lessons 3 

Find these dates throughout Find these dates throughout Find these dates throughout Find these dates throughout Lesson 3Lesson 3Lesson 3Lesson 3    
Legend says a pharaoh named   3000 B.C. 

came around and  Egypt 

 

 
  2925 B.C. 

 

 
  2630 B.C. 

 

   

This man ruled as pharaoh   2500’s B.C. 

Tell about his greatest achievement:  

  

  

 

  2130 B.C. 

Tell about what happens during 

this period:    

  

  

  

  

Can you describe the type of government the Egyptians had?  How it worked?  There’s a couple different 

answers here.  Read lesson 3 or check your notes!         

              

               

REMEMBER:  REMEMBER:  REMEMBER:  REMEMBER:          List 3 Egyptian inventions (don’t say shaduf) List 3 Egyptian inventions (don’t say shaduf) List 3 Egyptian inventions (don’t say shaduf) List 3 Egyptian inventions (don’t say shaduf)                                 

Hieroglyphs Hieroglyphs Hieroglyphs Hieroglyphs                                                         

Papyrus Papyrus Papyrus Papyrus                                                         

Embalm Embalm Embalm Embalm                                                         

Afterlife Afterlife Afterlife Afterlife                                                         

Delta Delta Delta Delta                                                             

Explain pyramids (what are thExplain pyramids (what are thExplain pyramids (what are thExplain pyramids (what are they?  Purpose?:ey?  Purpose?:ey?  Purpose?:ey?  Purpose?:                                

                                                            


